
Promote environmental  
stewardship and 

  

GO GREEN 
Our school is dedicated to inspire lifelong 

learning and promote the core environmental 
values of

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Respect!  
By fostering eco-friendly choices we will ensure a 

healthy, vibrant community. 
Did you know the average child produces 67 lbs. 

of cafeteria trash each year? 
That’s18,760 lbs. for one elementary school.

Please consider incorporating the following tips 
while packing lunches and snacks.  Want to help 

more? Contact the office to volunteer.
TOGETHER we can all be part of the solution!

Every little action collectively makes a BIG impact!
Thank you!
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Help reduce our CAFETERIA TRASH!
1. Reduce  -A significant amount of trash is 

food waste.  Portion control has 
numerous benefits. Buy/pack only what your 
child will eat.

2. Reuse  -Save approximately $305/child 
Pack lunches in reusable containers; 
water bottles & napkins. Buy in bulk to  
avoid excessive packaging.

3. Recycle -Practice recycling at school & home.
Avoid items that are NOT Recyclable:

-Plastic ziplock bags
-Chip bags
-Plastic cheese, candy, etc. wrappers
-Capri Sun / metallic juice and apple 

sauce pouches.
*Did you know?  An enormous amount of juice gets
thrown away everyday! Consider the healthy, less 

expensive alternative, WATER 😄 ! 

Thank you for helping our school go green!  
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Thanks to you and your bin 

experienced a  

20% increase  
in recycling!  

“Thank you!”


